solid and the viscous liquid are better understood than the viscoelastic regime, although a large amount of experimental data exists for the viscoelastic state (1). Polymers are generally amorphous solids, that is, they are microscopically disordered without translational symmetry and crystallization is rare. The microscopic disorder remains essentially unchanged as the polymer transforms from the glassy solid state to the melt or liquid state (Fig. IA) .
The key to understanding the property changes is the change of the microscopic dynamics, and any structural changes are therefore a consequence of it. Microscopically, elastic solids are characterized by their atoms or molecules being bound within a potential defined by the surrounding atoms.
The restoring force within the potential is determined by the elastic constant K. The particles undergo vibrations, librations, or rotations around their rest positions in the potential minima and also show collective excitations (that is, phonons) at lower energies. In contrast, the viscous state is characterized by delocalized atoms or molecules that translate and diffuse and experience during their motion a friction characterized by the friction constant 4 or the diffusion constant D = kBT/I, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Collective excitations in the viscous state are usually strongly overdamped.
Unlike ordinary phase transitions, which occur at a well-defined temperature, the glass transition temperature Tg, which sepa--rates the elastic glassy state from the viscoelastic state, depends on the time scale of the experiment. It is usually defined in terms of the viscosity, which at Tg reaches a value of about 1013 poise, corresponding to structural or "x-relaxation" times of several hundred seconds. Indeed, the functional form that is commonly used to describe the shear viscosity q, the Vogel-Fulcher or Williams-Landel-Ferry law, does not diverge at Tg but at a temperature To below Tg: Nq Aexp[C/(T -To)], where C and A are constants. This property led to speculation about an underlying phase transition below Tg at To (2). There are, however, many arguments against this hypothesis (3). A different type of transition, a dynamic phase transition, has been proposed by the mode coupling theory (MCT) to explain the origin of the glass transition (4). The detailed predictions of the MCT for the change of the microscopic dynamics has revitalized research into glasses and the glass transition. In MCT, a liquid is described by a Langevin equation for density correlation functions, including a memory term that is formulated in the mode-coupling approximation. Below a critical temperature Tc, relaxations in the liquid-like system are arrested, and spontaneous breaking of ergodicity occurs (that is, the system no longer explores the phase space uniformly). Above this critical temperature, according to the idealized MCT, the density relaxations take place in a two-step form, commencing with a so-called "fast 1-relaxation" and continuing with the second step, the "structural x-relaxation," whereas below Tc only the fast 1-relaxation persists. Later versions of MCT include hopping processes, which smear Tc and maintain the x-relaxation or transport even below the critical temperature Tc.
Dynamical Behavior of Polymer Glasses
Glass-forming systems in general and polymer systems in particular exhibit motional processes over an extremely broad range in time. 
FRONTIERS IN MATERIALS SCIENCE: ARTICLES
In general, the scattering function S(Q, w) is measured. It describes the probability with which a neutron can transfer the corresponding energy and momentum to the sample and thus contains information about the sample structure and dynamics. By the so-called van Hove formalism, S(Q, w) is linked to the pair correlation function G (R, t) by Fourier transformation. It describes the probability of finding two atoms at the location R in the time interval t. For the special case of incoherent scattering (7), the scattering function SinC(Q, w) is related to the self-correlation function GS(R, t), which describes the probability of finding the same atom after a time interval t at the location R. Concerning the information content of such scattering functions, we can consider, for example, the incoherent scat--tering function from a vibrating system. In this case, Sinc(QI, w) measures the effective vibrational density of states g(w) (weighted by the atomic cross section). In the onephonon approximation, we have In fact, the main changes with temperature are a shift of the peak position of the first peak in S(Q) (Fig. 1B) and a change of its width (Fig. 1C) , which confirm that this peak is mainly the result of interchain contributions. The thermal change of the peak position, that is the thermal expansion between the polymer chains, is smaller in the glassy state than it is above Tg. This is knowvn from macroscopic dilatometric experiments. If we assume that the peak width F of the first peak arises from a distribution of nearest neighbor distances with a correlation length t = 4+r/F, then we find that t increases with decreasing temperature down to somewhere below T and finally freezes at g a value of 4 = 34 A. Thus, we observe a tendency toward local ordering. 
Side Group Motion in the Glass
Within the glassy state, trans-gauche isomerizations (rotations about single bonds of the main chain), which are involved in the diffusion of the polymer chain at high temperatures, are restricted, which is not the case for local motions like side group motions. Probably the most simple example of a side group motion is the rotation of a methyl group about its threefold axis. Inelastic neutron backscattering and TOF experiments with partially deuterated samples were used to investigate the dynamics of methyl groups in polyisoprene (PI) (12). The strictly elastic scattering, which can be measured with very high energy resolution (microelectron volts), is very sensitive to the slow molecular motion that gives rise to a broadening of the elastic line; this process is also called quasi-elastic scattering. When the time scale of motion becomes comparable with the corresponding energy resolution, the measured intensity in the elastic window drops (Fig. 2) . The elastic intensity Iel decreases with temperature as well because of the Debye-Waller factor. For an unlabeled (protonated) sample, the inelastic scattering is dominated by incoherent scattering from the hydrogen atoms. In the case presented here, the backbone (PI-d5) enhances the contrast with respect to fully deuterated PI-d8 or PI-d3. Thus, the relative contribution of the methyl group with respect to the total scattering of the monomer gets strongly enhanced if the backbone is deuterated (PI-d5), and it is much weaker for deuterated methyl groups (PI-d3, PJ-d8).
In Fig. 2 , we show the elastic scattering of PI as a function of temperature, normalized to T = 1.5 K, at which temperature all molecular motions should be frozen. The elastic intensity decays in two steps for the samples with protonated methyl groups and in one step for samples with deuterated methyl groups. The first low-temperature step of the elastic scattering indicates that the relaxation times for methyl group rotation enter the dynamical window of the spectrometer. With increasing temperature, the relaxation times get shorter and the corresponding quasi-elastic scattering is broad. The elastic scattering levels off near T = 160 K (below Tg). From model calculations, we conclude that the observed, relatively slow intensity decay can be ascribed to a wide distribution of activation energies or relaxation times (12) that results from the local disorder. The second step observed for the elastic scattering at all degrees of deuteration is a signature of the glass transition.
In the far inelastic range, we make use of TOF measurements to observe the librational mode of the methyl group located at -~23 meV (Fig. 3) The existence of the boson peak is most probably related to the well-known lowtemperature anomalies of the specific heat and the thermal conduction of glasses. One can deduce this from a comparison of the measured specific heat with the specific heat calculated from neutron or Raman spectra. The origin of the boson peak, however, is not well understood, and it is currently the subject of both experimental and theoretical efforts.
We compared the boson peak for differ- ent polymers, including a highly crystalline polymer, trans-1,4-polybutadiene (trans-PBh6), (Fig. 4) , at temperatures well below Tg. Whereas the inelastic scattering for the crystalline polymer is flat in the low-frequency region, the boson peak shows up for all other glassy polymers. It is located at frequencies of -1 meV for the very flexible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and at -2.3 meV for the sterically hindered polyisobutylene (PIB) (14) . Recently, a connection between the fragility of glass formers and the boson peak was proposed (13) . A collection of our data suggests that there is a correlation between the mobility of the polymers above Tg (that is, the monomeric friction coefficient) and the boson peak. Polymer glasses that have a high flexibility above Tg, such as PDMS, exhibit excess vibrations or librations at lower frequency and with greater amplitude, whereas the boson peak of sterically hindered polymers, such as PIB, is found at higher frequency. Although this does not explain the origin of the boson peak, it might indicate that a nonequilibrium state is formed above Tg dependent on the local mobility of the chain.
Fast Process near T 9
Changes appear in the neutron spectra as the temperature is increased near Tg. At first glance, we would not expect changes of the dynamics in the picosecond range of neutron scattering experiments because the structural relaxation times diverge with a Vogel-Fulcher law and become extremely long. Nevertheless, the local dynamics for times shorter than picoseconds change at temperatures near Tg, as can be seen from both the elastic scattering and the inelastic low-frequency scattering.
The elastic scattering, for example, for PI (Fig. 2) Here we chose PB as an example (15) (Fig.  5) , but the same effect is observed for other polymers [such as PIB (18) or PI (12)].
In the temperature range where (u2) increases strongly (Fig. 5) , backscattering experiments at high energy resolution still indicate a purely elastic component, that is, the observed decrease of the elastic scattering does not arise from a broadening of the elastic line. However, in the inelastic range, we observe a change of the low-frequency scattering (Fig. 6) . Within the glassy state and at higher frequencies, it is possible to account for the increase in inelastic intensity with temperature through the Bose oc- Fig. 6) . In the same temperature range, the first peak of the static structure factor S(Q) (Fig. 1) of PB shows a change in line width and peak position. The width of the observed low-frequency excess scattering does not depend on temperature and the momentum transfer Q, but its intensity increases with Q2 for incoherent and with S(Q) Q2 for coherent scattering samples. This dependence on Q is found for the boson peak as well, suggesting a common origin. For PB, the observed low-frequency scattering seems to be centered around an energy E 0 meV, that is, it is quasi-elastic, as is seen for many fragile glass formers. However, the study of the less fragile PIB has revealed that this fast process can be clearly inelastic ( 14).
Slow Relaxation Above T.
Whereas the fast process occurs on a time scale of picoseconds, a slower process is observed above Tg. We have studied this process on deuterated polybutadiene and polyisoprene samples using NSE techniques. This method gives excellent energy resolution over a relatively wide dynamic range. The normalized intermediate scattering function S(Q, t)/S(Q, 0) is measured directly by this technique.
The intermediate scattering function for deuterated PB-d6 is presented in Fig.  7A at the peak of the static structure  factor (Q = 1.4 A-1) . With increasing temperature, the relaxation becomes faster and the a-relaxation is then observed as a decay of the experimental curves inside the time window of the instrument. We observe the fast relaxation process indirectly as a missing fraction, which results in S(Q, t)/ 12 x 10-4 K-1, and to = 1.26 x  10-11 dyne s cm-1 (19) . We assume that the relevant relaxation time on the microscope level is given by Tr(Q) = t(T)/T, and thus, we fit T as the only parameter common to all temperatures and scale the observation time by t/T. This procedure leads to a good master plot of the microscopic data merely by applying the temperature dependence of the macroscopically observed relaxation time (Fig. 7B) . Thus, we conclude that the same temperature dependence governs the dynamics of the macroscopic and microscopic quantities and that the time-temperature superposition principle is valid even on the microscopic time scale. This by no means trivial observation was first made for the ionic glass (Fig. 7B, inset) , but below Tc, the total observed amplitude increases as described above. This is more clearly seen at a higher value of Q and was interpreted as the predicted square root singularity from MCT (21). An interesting observation is also made for the Q-dependence of the prefactor fo(Q) of the KWW function, that is, the fraction that relaxes through the a-relaxation, and for the relaxation rate. As shown in Fig. 8 , fo(Q) has a maximum at the main peak position of the static structure factor, The Q-value of the peak position corresponds to distances that are preferred by the system, and therefore, it is plausible that the relaxation rate is minimal at this value of Q, in agreement with the so-called de Gennes narrowing (22) 5, 24) . A direct comparison with dielectric data has recently been performed (25) and has shown that there exists a third dynamical process, the slow 3-process. In other words, the fast 3-process, which has commonly been associated with MCT, is distinctly different from the slow 3-relaxation observed by dielectric spectroscopy.
Conclusions
The neutron scattering experiments presented above explore the structure and the microscopic dynamics of polymers in the glass and in the melt close to Tg. The structure does change marginally passing from the glass to the melt. The thermal expansion affects the position and width of the first diffraction peak, an indication for minor changes in the medium-range order. In the same temperature region, the dynamic scattering function starts to convert with increasing temperature from an inelastic spectrum (boson peak) toward a quasi-elastic spectrum. The scattering in the low-temperature range is describable by a harmonic behavior. At higher temperatures, a stronger temperature-dependence is observed for both the low-frequency scattering and the 
